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Launch Unit standard could
boost rideshare availability
t the 32nd Small Satellite
Conference earlier this
month, The Aerospace
Corporation presented a paper
proposing a new size/mass
class standard for small
satellites. Under the recommendations, the Launch Unit
(LaunchU) small satellite size
will sit between CubeSats and
ESPA-Class. It defines a size of
45x45x60cm and a weight of
60-80kg.
The development of the
LaunchU standard for this new
SmallSat form factor can play a
pivotal role in achieving high
launch availability and flexibility.
The ability to swap out launchers
and payloads on short notice is

A

key for resiliency and addresses
some of the key shortcomings
of modern launchers.
Similar to the CubeSat standard, a SmallSat standard can
positively influence the industry
by reducing integration complexity and costs, maximising launch
fairing efficiency, and decreasing
time to launch. Just as a “rising
tide lifts all boats,” the LaunchU
standard benefits launchers,
satellite manufacturers, and end
users alike.
The LaunchU is not intended
to be a top-down requirement
that spacecraft and launch vehicle developers will have to adhere to, but like the CubeSat and
ESPA-class standard, an industry
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“understood” standard. Following
it will simply increase the launch
opportunities and potentially decrease the launch costs.
Unique or otherwise noncompliant spacecraft will always
exist but just as today they will
likely incur additional cost and a
reduced number of launch opportunities.
l Full report page 6
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Policy Exchange has identified a
number of policies that would
signal a step-change in top-level
political support for space as a
key element of the national interest.
Policy Exchange argues that
a policy programme is needed
for turning Britain into one of
the leading space nations of the
21st century. The programme
should recognise the strategic
importance of space power to
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High volume production
facility heralds future
he argument that
satellite manufacturing
needs to move to more
automotive style serial
production in order to meet the
requirements of future
constellations is contested by
many within the industry, but
OneWeb Satellites is moving in
exactly that direction with the
opening of a high volume
production facility in Florida.
While a conventionally
manufactured satellite can take
more than a year to produce
and cost millions of dollars to
build, OneWeb Satellites says
its facility is the ﬁrst to employ
industrial-scale mass
production techniques for
satellites, enabling signiﬁcantly
reduced costs and production
times that can deliver one
satellite per production shift or
two a day, while signiﬁcantly
expanding internet connectivity and making space
technology far more
accessible.
“OneWeb Satellites and its
partners are transforming the
satellite and space industry,”

Proposals
rocket eng
he UK Space Agency is
inviting proposals
through the
development of a roadmap for
the next phase of the SABRE
development including ﬂighttesting the engine and
assessing SABRE’s position in
future space transportation.
This call consists of two
work packages, and a
consortia is being sought to
bid for both parts of the work.
It is anticipated that the
consortia will include an
established airframe
manufacturer, with
experience of
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said Tony Gingiss, CEO of
OneWeb Satellites. “By
producing high quality
satellites at a fraction of the
cost and schedule of traditional
manufacturers, we are not only
enabling OneWeb to connect
the planet, we are making
space dramatically more
accessible to everyone.”
The facility’s production
capabilities will ﬁrst support
the rapid scaling of the
OneWeb network, starting with
a constellation of 650 satellites
and scaling to 1,980 satellites
delivering global connectivity.
With half the world’s

population unconnected and
inconsistent connectivity
persisting as people travel
more at sea and in the skies,
the high-performance
communication satellites built
in this facility will enable highspeed internet access that can
unlock healthcare, education,
and economic advancements.
Adrian Steckel, CEO of
OneWeb, commented: “As we
gear up for more satellite
launches at the end of the year,
this facility will ensure we can
begin delivering global
connectivity in some areas as
early as next year.”

Skyrora marks successful engine testing
kyrora has
successfully
completed two test
ﬁrings of its third-stage
engine, Leo. The ﬁrst
commercially fully 3D
printed bi-liquid rocket
engine to be tested in the
UK, Leo is capable of
producing 3.5kN thrust and will
be placed in the third stage of
the company’s orbital vehicle,
Skyrora XL.
Vladimir Levykin, CEO at
Skyrora, said: “It’s always
exciting to reach testing stage
and even more so for our XL
rocket. Not only is it our main
orbital launch vehicle but this is
the ﬁrst time a commercial, fully
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3D-printed bi-liquid rocket
engine has been tested in the
UK. Naturally we’re delighted
that the tests have gone so well
over both testing days and it’s
testament to the dedicated work
of the team that we’ve reached
this stage so smoothly.
The engine’s 3D-printed
technology represents a
landmark moment in the

industry as it allows
cooling channels to
be embedded into
the walls of the
combustion
chamber, meaning
the engine requires
fewer parts. This
makes it much
more straightforward to
assemble, ultimately boosting
reliability and cost-effectiveness
for Skyrora customers.
A key feature of the Leo
engine is its ‘stop-start’
technology which the company
says enables the orbital vehicle
to transport several satellites
and still offer each of these
access to their unique desired

orbit. While Skyrora has been
fortunate to have a strong
partnership with Spaceport
Cornwall and have access to the
engine testing facilities at
Newquay Airport, it soon hopes
to establish its own engine
testing facility in Scotland.
Following on from the
successful testing of the Leo
engine, Skyrora has announced
that it soon hopes to begin
testing of the more powerful
3-ton thrust 3D printed engine.
Further, Skyrora is working
towards a ‘green’ fuel that can
be used in future launches. The
ecosene fuel will make use of
discarded, unrecyclable plastic
waste.
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invited to roadmap
ine’s development
high-speed ﬂight, in addition
to a company which has
access to market intelligence
resources in the ﬁeld of
satellite applications and
space transportation.
Detailed information
regarding the requirements of
this call can be found at
Annex A, and the UK Space
Agency stresses that the
content of this document
should be addressed when
submitting your proposals for
the execution of this work.
The closing date for this
Call is Friday 30 August 2019.

The ESA pre-proposal
template guidance must be
completed as outlined and
submitted in full to
GSTP@ukspaceagency.gov.uk.
At around 30 pages long it will
form the basis for discussion
of the work programme.
Any questions you may
have relating to this call
should also be submitted to
Helen Roberts at
GSTP@ukspaceagency.gov.uk
The total value of this call
is €200k and the UK Space
Agency are minded to appoint
one consortia, however, this is
dependent on the quality of
the proposals received.

Airbus partners with
Strathclyde tech hub
he University of
Strathclyde’s
Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC) is
making its way into the
space industry, working with
Airbus Defence and Space
(Airbus DS) and TWI to
bring the manufacture of space
propellant tanks back to the UK.
A two-year collaboration
funded by the ESA, the AFRC is
using its expertise in forming
and forging to advise Airbus DS
on advanced manufacturing
methods for the tanks.
It will look at making the
design more efﬁcient and
economical by producing the
initial component at as near to
net-shape as possible,
substantially reducing
machining time and waste of
expensive metals such as
titanium.
Formerly produced in the UK,
Airbus DS currently purchases
its fuel tanks from Germany or
the US. Key to the project is
bringing production back to the
UK and sharing outputs with the
wider supply chain.
The AFRC is one of many
organisations tapping into
Scotland’s growing space sector
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as it has recently been revealed
that more small satellites are
built in Glasgow than anywhere
else in Europe, while the UK’s
ﬁrst ever spaceport is set to be
built in Sutherland in the
Scottish Highlands.
Dr Jill Miscandlon, heading
up the project at the AFRC, said:
“Airbus DS is at the forefront of
the industry and this
collaboration sees us looking at
the components needed to
make the propellant tanks and
advising on potential
manufacturing methods.”
The AFRC and Airbus DS are
bringing in welding research
organisation TWI to help decide
the chosen method for
producing the tanks. Currently in
phase one, an exploration of
trade-off and identiﬁcation of
technique, the AFRC is advising
on the best processes for
making efﬁcient parts for the
propellant tanks.

Global launch demand and cumulative launch
opportunities augment growth
rost & Sullivan forecasts
the total revenue
opportunities for the
global satellite manufacturing
market to soar past $366.06
billion with global launch
demand for 12,766 satellites and
cumulative launch opportunities
of $102.52 billion for the period
2019 to 2030.
New market entrants,
platforms, services and business
models are disrupting the global
space industry. To serve an
evolving market, value chain
players are developing ﬂexible,
affordable, dedicated,
competitive and complementary
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solutions for end customers to
sustain signiﬁcant growth
opportunities.
“The space industry is
rapidly evolving,” said Arun
Kumar Sampathkumar, Industry
Manager, Space at Frost &
Sullivan. “Not only are satellite
platforms becoming more agile
and robust with the execution of
software-based satellites,
electric propulsion systems and
spot beam offerings, but
competition in the launch
services market is lowering
prices and new entrants with
mega-constellation-based
business models are poised to

disrupt the connectivity
and earth observation
market.”
Currently, there is a
clear gap between
satellite launch demand
and the supply of launch
services with an average launch
wait period of six months to two
years for satellite operators.
However, more than 40 global
new participants are
developing launch vehicles to
bridge this gap.
“In the small-satellite launch
segment, the major unmet
needs include on-demand
launch, independent mission

from the primary launch
payload, and launch cost,” noted
Mr Sampathkumar. “Due to the
existing gap between supply and
launch, the launch service
market is price inelastic.
However, with the entry of new
vehicles and reusable
capabilities, launch supply is
likely to increase and will lead
the market towards price
sensitivity.”
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The key initial steps towards a
UK National Space Programme
lans for Government to
create a National Space
Council recognise the
importance of space across
government. It promises a more
joined up approach across
departments, and is a ﬁrst step
towards a coherent and
sustained National Space
Programme as envisaged in
Prosperity from Space, the
sector’s blueprint to stimulate
growth published by the Space
Growth Partnership in May
2018.
This is the message of
UKspace chair Graham Peters,
who adds that, going forward,
there are four key ways space
can beneﬁt UK PLC and this
helps shape where we should
be making our investments:
prosperity, security, global
inﬂuence and the environment.
“In terms of prosperity, we
are all living through a period of
digital transformation. Few
sectors in modern economies
are untouched by digital
services, and a signiﬁcant
portion of these are enabled by
space. Every time we go to
work, watch TV or ask our
smartphone for directions, we
depend on space.”
London Economics
estimates that the UK space
sector already enables other
sectors in the economy to
create £300bn of added value
each year – that is 15% of GDP.
This is set to grow signiﬁcantly
as the pace of change
accelerates.
Turning to security, Mr
Peters says we must protect the
contribution that space makes.
“Dependence on space

P

MAJOR GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

Satellite
manufacturing

Launch services
market

infrastructure as part of the
digital economy is recognised
around the world, whilst
satellites also provide a key
capability for the military. Past
wars were won by control of the
seas and later the skies, whilst
now it’s as much about control
of cyber and space as superior
weaponry.
“The UK has an opportunity
to join up our civilian and
military space interests to take
advantage of our security
expertise, our leadership in
small satellites and the groundbreaking research being
conducted around the country
in ﬁelds like Artiﬁcial
Intelligence and quantum
technology to play a major role
in global security.”

Global influence
The third priority is projecting
the UK’s global inﬂuence. “We
must invest to ensure that we
retain the space capabilities we
have established over decades
so we can continue to play a
prominent role globally as a key
industrial and military partner,”
says Mr Peters. “Collaboration
and international partnerships
will be crucial to the UK’s

Source: Frost and Sullivan

Ground station
services

success story, building on a
strong tradition of working with
our allies, whether it be the ‘5
Eyes’ partners of USA, Canada,
New Zealand and Australia, our
European partners or our
Commonwealth cousins.
Co-operation on space has the
ability to build and cement the
deeper trading relationships
that are going to be key to a
knowledge-based, export-led,
post-Brexit British economy.”

The environment
He also underlines the
importance of the environment.
“The UK has set out its stall as a
leader in sustainability and
climate change. Space and
satellites have a massive
contribution to make. They help
the understanding of the
science of climate change,
monitor its environmental
effects, and provide the
information needed to police
the measures being taken to
combat it.
Unregulated use of space
will lead to congestion and
space debris that will threaten
the satellites we depend on, and
Mr Peters says the UK can play
a leading role in developing the

Earth
observation

behavioural norms needed to
govern activity in space, an
increasingly congested and
contested but currently much
less regulated part of the global
commons than air and sea.
All of this requires funding:
“After the summer break, we
will be going into bat for fresh
funding for, amongst other
things, the next ESA Council of
Ministers, as well as a ﬁrst wave
or ‘pathﬁnder’ for a National
Space Programme,” says Mr
Peters. “To succeed, we must be
politically relevant to the new
leadership in Westminster,
demonstrably authentic in
claims we make, and able to
provide concrete evidence
around the types of projects a
national R&D programme will
fund.
“That is why the UK Space
Agency is performing a
consultation to collect evidence
on the projects that a National
Space Programme can unlock,
ideally from teams of
organisations working together.
Success is not guaranteed, but
we intend to win a new programme of funding that will be
our ﬁrst steps towards a sustained National programme.”
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Newport, Wales
24-26 September 2019
Wales will play host to the 2019 UK Space Conference.
This biennial flagship event brings together the entire space
community, including government, industry, academia, research
and financial communities. The conference will offer the space
community unrivalled opportunities to meet, network, do business
and shape the landscape for the coming years.

The event will be held at the
International Convention Centre (ICC)
Newport, Wales

The UK Space Conference is considered the most influential event for the space community, bringing
together government, industry and academia, to build links, share opportunities and address mutual
concerns at a crucial time of unprecedented change and growth for the sector.
The 2019 conference is set to be the biggest and
most significant event to date with over 1,200
delegates anticipated. The ICC Wales, an £84
million investment development, is due to open
shortly before the 2019 event. This biennial
conference has been held previously in Glasgow,
Liverpool and Manchester, with the first held in
2011 in Warwick.
The UK Space Conference provides a vital forum
for the UK space sector, academia and policy
makers to network, debate, form new
collaborations, and do business.
For further information, please contact
the event team:
E: info@ukspace2019.co.uk
T: +44 (0)117 906 4573
Twitter: #ukspace2019
follow @ukspace2019

“

We are working with the space
sector to build on our significant
capability and maximise the benefits
of space to life on Earth, creating jobs
and opportunities across the country.
The UK Space Conference is a
fantastic event for sparking the kind of
collaborations and partnerships that
will help our sector grow. I am
delighted that Wales will be hosting
the 2019 conference and I’m sure it
will build on the huge success of the
2017 conference in Manchester.
Dr Graham Turnock
CEO, UK Space Agency

”
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Launch Unit standard could
simplify rideshare options
A

t the 32nd Small Satellite Conference
earlier this month, The Aerospace
Corporation presented a paper
proposing a new size/mass class standard
for small satellites. Under the recommendations, the Launch Unit (LaunchU) small
satellite size will sit between CubeSats and
ESPA-Class. The standard defines a size of
45x45x60cm and a weight of 60-80kg.
Over the next ten years, more than 6000
SmallSats are expected to launch worldwide,
an over six-fold increase from the previous
decade. As the SmallSat market grows,
launch remains the primary bottleneck to
timely and affordable access to space. Just
as the CubeSat form factor standardised the
launch interface for CubeSats and allowed
an ecosystem to flourish, SmallSat
standards for satellites between 12U and
ESPA-class size could have the same
revolutionary impact on the industry.
Unlike the CubeSat standard that was
generated around a new design, the Launch
Unit standard takes into account existing
and evolving launch options, existing
separation systems and examples of
commercially available platforms that could
fit into this standard. The Launch Unit
standard would address the physical properties of the SmallSat (mass, volume,
vibrational modes) as well as the mechanical
and electrical interfaces to the launch vehicle for both large and small launch vehicles.
The proliferation of CubeSats has shown
how a standard volume and mass, chosen

for ease of flight, can lead to increasing
launch opportunities and greater capabilities. Commercial companies such as
Planet have capitalised on CubeSat
capabilities, and governments are starting to
follow suit. However, mission complexity and
costs can easily skyrocket when a spacecraft manufacturer tries to fit a payload that
typically requires a larger bus into a smaller
spacecraft volume. For certain missions,
something larger than a CubeSat is required.
As satellites become lighter and smaller,
organisations are developing and manufacturing highly capable small satellites, larger
than CubeSats, which can conduct more
complex missions. Such SmallSats typically
range in size from 12U CubeSats (around
24x23x36cm and 25kg) to ESPA class
satellites (approximately 61x71x97cm and
200kg). However, the form factor of a
SmallSat in this range has not been
standardised as was done for the CubeSat
and the ESPA-class satellite.
The Launch Unit is the proposition for a
standard form factor for medium-sized
SmallSats that fall in the range between a
12U CubeSat and an ESPA-class satellite. In
choosing the parameters of the Launch Unit
a wide variety of launch vehicle options,
launch interfaces and SmallSats on the
market were considered.
This included many existing options and
‘near future’ options in the growing small
launch vehicle market. This approach
minimises the number of non-compliant

ALTERNATE USES OF VOLUME

potential users. Additional considerations
were made for separation systems, standard
electrical interfaces, and interoperability
between launch options (for example
interchange-ability between launch vehicles
and integration hardware, similar to that in
place with the ESPA ring).

Rideshares and SmallSats
Multi-manifest or ‘rideshare’ missions
launch multiple spacecraft, often from
different agencies or organisations, on a
single launch vehicle. Rideshares take
advantage of excess lift capability on civil,
commercial, and national security space
launches by storing secondary or auxiliary
manifested payloads in the fairing of a rocket
around or below the primary payload.
Small satellites at both ends of the mass
spectrum that are manifested as rideshares

TRADITIONAL RIDESHARE VS RIDESHARE WITH LAUNCH UNIT
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LAUNCH UNIT PROVIDES MORE EFFICIENT USE OF LAUNCH VEHICLE VOLUME

BENEFITS FOR MAKERS/OPERATORS
l There are proven cost and time
benefits to adopting a standardised
satellite form factor like LaunchU
l Standardising form factor and
reducing customisation provides
economies of scale for both
manufacturers and operators
l Standardising from factor and
reducing customisation increases
competition, expanding customer
markets for satellite manufacturers
and increasing supply chain options
for satellite operators
l Using the LaunchU standard provides
a clear framework for developing a
new satellite
l LaunchU standard can reduce
individual engineering work

face challenges because they have little
direct control over mission parameters. On
the lower end of the mass spectrum,
CubeSats have two options: they can go
through a broker who can look for a suitable
launch opportunity, or they can work
through a Mission Integrator who can
consolidate a number of similar payloads
together and find a ride for the entire set of
payloads.
The former option has its drawbacks, as
the orbit or the schedule of the larger
mission might not meet the CubeSat’s
needs. For the latter option, the
requirements of the entire set of payloads
must be balanced. Here, a mix of
organisations both within the Government
and within industry perform these roles,
often per their established procedures and
practices and not an industry adopted
standard.
Rideshares can weigh in on specifications, such as their desired orbit and
release time, but these inputs are typically
weighed against the requirements of the rest
of the satellites. If a specific small satellite’s
requirements are drastically different from
the available launch opportunities, then the
satellite will have to wait until the next
suitable ride into space comes along.
ESPA class payloads typically go through
a broker. As with CubeSats, the orbit and
schedule of the larger mission may not be
ideal for the SmallSat. Additionally, ESPAclass payloads are typically at the mercy of
the primary mission. If delayed or the launch
vehicle fleet suffers a failure, the launch of
the secondary small satellite will be delayed
until those issues are resolved. Conversely,
if the small satellite has development issues

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com

and is delayed, it may miss its launch
opportunity and will have to restart the
process with another launch vehicle.
Dedicated Small Launch Vehicles are being
developed to alleviate these issues, but even
those are faced with similar challenges of
mixing and matching small satellites and
CubeSats.

The need for a standard form
Though the process of finding an acceptable
rideshare for a CubeSat or ESPA-class
satellite has its pitfalls, it is straightforward
compared to the rideshare process for a
SmallSat that is neither a CubeSat nor an
ESPA-class satellite, but somewhere in
between. Without an established standard
for such SmallSats, the developer has to
design a custom-sized satellite solution and
then figure out a launch that works.
The developer can either procure an
entire launch vehicle, work with a launch
provider on a mission unique rideshare
solution, or go through a launch vehicle
broker. All of these options can be expensive,
complicated, and inflexible. Since each
solution is mission-specific, the mid-sized
satellites can’t simply be swapped out onto
another ride if something goes wrong or if
another opportunity arises.
The development of a standard SmallSat
form factor, or LaunchU, can play a pivotal
role in achieving high launch availability and
flexibility. The ability to swap out launchers
and payloads on short notice is key for
resiliency and addresses some of the key
shortcomings of modern launchers. Similar
to the CubeSat standard, a SmallSat
standard can positively influence the
industry by reducing integration complexity

and costs, maximising launch fairing
efficiency, and decreasing time to launch.
Just as a “rising tide lifts all boats,” the
LaunchU standard benefits launchers,
satellite manufacturers, and end users alike.
The space access industry is changing
rapidly, driven by the development of
CubeSats, small satellites, and small launch
vehicles; the increasing popularity of multimanifest missions; and widespread interest
in reducing launch costs and timelines while
deploying more spacecraft.
The LaunchU is not intended to be a topdown requirement that spacecraft and
launch vehicle developers will have to adhere
to, but like the CubeSat and ESPA-class
standard, an industry “understood”
standard. Following it will simply increase the
launch opportunities and potentially
decrease the launch costs. Unique or
otherwise non-compliant spacecraft will
always exist but just as today they will likely
incur additional cost and a reduced number
of launch opportunities.
l Extracted from the paper “Setting
the standard: recommendations on
Launch Unit standard smallsat sizes” by
The Aerospace Corporation, Moog and
Vox Space.
Along with The Aerospace Corporation,
consortium members for Launch Unit
include Moog, Tyvak, Vox Space,
Spaceflight, United Launch Alliance,
SpaceX and Virgin Orbit. The Aerospace
Corporation is looking to engage with
the smallsat community on
recommendations. Provide feedback at
www.aerospace.org/launch-u
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ASSESSED HYPOTHESISED BENEFITS OF THE LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD

SMALLSAT OPERATOR AND MANUFACTURER BENEFITS OF LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD
l Research confirmed all hypothesised benefits
l Experts identified ability to swap launch vehicles and reduced
manufacturing time and costs as key benefits for commercial operators
l Streamlined pre-launch procedures and ability to swap satellites, while
benefits for satellite manufacturers, were not identified as key benefits
l Experts identified additional specific benefits for entrepreneurs

EXPERTS SAY MARKET IS MOVING TOWARDS LARGER SATELLITES (~100KG) FOR MORE CAPABILITY

TO CAPTURE MANUFACTURING TIME AND COST BENEFITS, THE LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD MUST...
Address three key operator needs:

Account for risk and uncertainties:

l Must fit broad market requirements – more uses require
more power and larger sizes

l Launch availability bottlenecks

l Must enable multiple hardware and component
suppliers/manufacturers to meet requirements

l Established manufacturers resist change – existing industry players
may have incentives to keep barriers to entry high

l Must fit manufacturer’s specific business case

8

l Insufficient market size (experts estimate about 100 LaunchU
smallsats must be built each year to create economies of scale
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COMMERCIAL LAUNCH PROVIDER BENEFITS OF LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD
l Research confirmed all hypothesised benefits
l Reduced integration costs and streamlined pre-launch procedures and
availability to swap satellites were identified as key benefits for
commercial launch providers

GOVERNMENT BENEFITS OF LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD
l Research identified key mission assurance benefits for government
operators
l Experts identified reduced manufacturing time, ability to swap satellites,
ability to swap launch vehicles and streamlined pre-launch processes as
the key benefits that enable mission assurance
l Reduced manufacturing costs and reduced integration costs, while benefits
for the government, were not identified as key benefits

ENTREPRENEUR BENEFITS OF LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD
l Research identified entrepreneurs as another key
community that could benefit from LaunchU
l Reduced time to manufacture satellites could enable
faster operations and technology demonstration, key
for entrepreneurs and emerging companies
l Increased transparency of process and costs helps make
space more accessible to new-to-space businesses
l Reduces risk and uncertainties for entrepreneurs

SUMMARY: CONFIRMED HYPOTHESISED BENEFITS OF LAUNCH UNIT STANDARD
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How will a no-deal Brexit impact
on the UK’s space programmes?
In 2009, (on average) 53% of EU countries’ exports were involved in global value
chains, of which (on average) 56% were in European value chains
80%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Areas where UK involvement can continue: For the public and most UK, EU and
other satellite navigation users, there should
be no noticeable impact following a no-deal
Brexit. For example, devices that currently
use Galileo and EGNOS, such as smart
phones, will continue to be able to do so.
UK businesses and organisations will
continue to be able to use the freely
available ‘open’ signal to develop products
and services for consumers, and will be able
to continue using the open position,
navigation and timing services provided by
Galileo and EGNOS. EU subsidiaries of UK
businesses remain eligible to bid for future
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Galileo
Actions for businesses, academics and
researchers: Any UK businesses, academics
and researchers currently contracted or
expecting to carry out contracts on
programmes where the UK will no longer
participate, should contact the relevant
contracting authority to make sure that
arrangements are in place to comply with
the conditions of the contract and to avoid
possible penalties.
Businesses, academics and researchers
in the UK and in UK overseas territories
which currently hold ground infrastructure
hosting contracts may wish to contact their
contracting authority, such as the European
Space Agency or the EU Global Navigation
Satellite System Agency to verify the future
position.
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Luxembourg

ith Boris Johnson adamant that
the UK will leave the EU on 31
October come what may, the
Government has published an update to its
guidance on how the UK’s space
programmes will be affected if there’s a nodeal Brexit. In particular, it has addressed
involvement with the European satellite
navigation programmes, Galileo and
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay
Service (EGNOS), the Copernicus Earth
Observation space programme, and the EU
Space Surveillance and Tracking (EUSST)
programme. But it reinforces its assertion
that the UK’s membership of the European
Space Agency (ESA) is not affected by
leaving the EU as it is not an EU organisation.
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work on the EU Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) programmes.
Areas where UK involvement will end:
The UK will not: use Galileo (including the
future Public Regulated Service (PRS)) for
defence or critical national infrastructure;
have access to the encrypted Galileo Public
Regulated Service; be able to play any part
in the development of Galileo.
This means that UK-based businesses,
academics and researchers will not be able
to bid for future EU GNSS contracts and may
face difficulty carrying out and completing
existing contracts.
The UK currently participates in the EU
GNSS programmes Galileo and EGNOS as a
member of the EU, and makes financial
contributions and provides technical
expertise to the programme. EU countries
may access all services provided by both
systems including the encrypted Galileo
PRS which is expected to be available from
the mid-2020s.
Companies based in the EU may also bid
in open competition for contracts to build,
operate and exploit both Galileo and EGNOS.
The Galileo system has begun to offer
initial services worldwide but is not expected
to be completed until the mid-2020s.
EGNOS is already fully operational and
provides services across Europe. In addition,
the UK hosts ground infrastructure for both
Galileo and EGNOS. Currently users in the
UK may access all available Galileo and
EGNOS signals and services.
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Copernicus
Actions for businesses, academics and
researchers: The UK will no longer be able to
participate in the Copernicus programme.
UK-based businesses, academics and
researchers will not be able to bid for future
Copernicus contracts tendered through the
EU, or through any other process using EU
procurement rules, such as EUMETSAT.
UK-based Copernicus data users should
consider the impact that losing access to any
Copernicus data or information not sourced
under the free and open data policy will have
on their operations.
Areas where UK involvement can
continue: Copernicus has a free and open
data policy which means that the data
produced by its satellites (Sentinels) and the
land, marine, climate change and
atmosphere services will continue to be
freely available to UK users.
The UK’s memberships of the European
Organisation for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT),
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) and Mercator Ocean are
unaffected, therefore those organisations will
retain access to high-bandwidth data that
supports the land, marine, climate change
and atmosphere services.
UK organisations will continue to be able
to bid for Copernicus contracts tendered
through ECMWF and Mercator Ocean
because they operate procurement
processes that differ from EU procurement
rules. Subsidiaries of UK organisations that
are based in the EU, and EU-based
researchers using Copernicus data and
services will be unaffected if there’s a no-deal
Brexit.
The UK will continue to remain a member
of ESA, and as such UK organisations will
continue to be able to bid for contracts
tendered as part of the Copernicus Space
Component Programme 4 or under other
programmes such as Earth Observation
Envelope Programme 5.
Areas where UK involvement will end:
UK-based businesses, academics and
researchers will not be able to bid for future
Copernicus contracts tendered through the
EU, or through any other process using EU
procurement rules, such as EUMETSAT. We
expect that UK-based entities holding
Copernicus contracts with delivery dates
that run past the date of Brexit will continue
to be able to deliver that work. We would
encourage UK-based entities holding those
contracts to confirm arrangements with
their relevant contracting authority if there’s
a no-deal Brexit.
Some UK users will lose the right to highbandwidth access to the standard data from
Copernicus Sentinels. The UK will lose
access to data sourced by Copernicus from
Contributing Missions. The UK currently
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participates in the Copernicus Earth
Observation space programme as a member
of the EU, as well as through our membership
of the ESA and EUMETSAT. The UK
contributes to Copernicus financially and UK
industry and academia are involved in the
delivery and operation of the programme.
UK companies, researchers and public
sector organisations use Copernicus data for
a wide range of applications. Companies and
researchers based in the EU currently also
bid in open competition for contracts to
design, build and operate both the physical
infrastructure of the programme and its
services.
The UK is fully involved in the decisionmaking of the programme, for example as a
member of the main governance Committee.
The Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (Defra) leads for the UK
government on Copernicus policy. The UK
Space Agency leads on policy relating to
satellites and physical infrastructure.

Space surveillance and tracking
Actions for businesses, academics and
researchers: A small number of UK providers
may still have programme delivery contracts
in place when the UK leaves the EU. Any
companies currently involved in the
programme should contact their relevant
contracting authority if they have concerns
about their contractual status.
Any EU organisations currently or
expecting to carry out contracts which

involve partnership arrangements with UK
businesses, academics and researchers may
wish to contact the relevant contracting
authority to make sure that arrangements
are in place to ensure continued partnership
complies with the conditions of the contract
after Brexit and to avoid possible penalties.
Areas where UK involvement will end:
The UK will not be eligible to participate in
the EU Space Surveillance and Tracking
programme if there’s a no-deal Brexit. The
UK will continue to receive space,
surveillance and tracking data from the US,
so there will no impact on space safety.
UK organisations will not be able to
contribute to providing services to the EU
Space Surveillance and Tracking, to
participate in the scientific and technical
groups to develop the programme further or
be able to receive grant funding to pay for UK
involvement.
l Businesses, academics and
researchers with existing contracts
relating to these programmes, or who
use data and services, may contact the
UK Space Agency by email at
info@ukspaceagency.gov.uk with any
questions or concerns.
Organisations who get Horizon 2020
research programme funding, or who are
bidding for funding, can find more
information in the Horizon 2020
guidance.
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Government urged to develop
policy ideas for space sector
hat do we need from our new
Prime Minister? Policy ideas that
recognise the strategic importance of space to Britain’s future. Policy
Exchange has identified a number of policies
that would signal a step-change in top-level
political support for space as a key element
of the national interest.
Policy: The Prime Minister should
clearly articulate a strategic space vision
for Britain in a dedicated keynote speech
at the earliest opportunity, and take
personal ownership of this issue. He
should declare space a core national
interest.
Transforming Britain’s position in global
space affairs requires first of all strong
political leadership that can signal a major
shift in the Government’s understanding of
space. This type of messaging has been
lacking, and this lack has held back the UK’s
space ambitions. The new Prime Minister
should take this opportunity to place space
power at the heart of his strategic vision for
UK’s long-term future.
Policy: Launch a UK-led global space
alliance on space sustainability, and
announce a Global Summit on Space
Debris in London.
The effects of man-made space debris
can lead to major disasters in outer space. In
certain collision scenarios that trigger
chain reactions, whole orbits can become
unserviceable leading to incalculable
disruptions in the global economy. The
paramount (and globally shared) necessity
of maintaining a safe operating environment
in space is creating an increasing demand
both for joint international regulatory action,
and for new practical solutions for
enhancing space sustainability. The latter
include space technologies for debrisremoval, space surveillance and tracking
(SST), in-orbit servicing, and space traffic
management. All these are also areas of
potential strong growth for the UK space
industry.
But global cooperation on space
sustainability is crucial. There are ongoing
efforts through the UN to achieve consensus
on a number of regulatory measures that
can help protect the space environment. Yet
space
diplomacy
negotiations
are
notoriously difficult given the conflicting
interests of the different leading space
powers. This presents an opportunity for the
UK to take a global leadership role on this

W
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Delivering innovation and the technologies of tomorrow
l 40% of all small satellites currently in
orbit were manufactured in the UK
l Commercial vertical and horizontal
launch demand is worth a potential
£3.8bn to the UK economy over the
next decade
particular issue, as one of the few countries
in the world which can move the dial in
international affairs. The first step should be
to convene a Global Summit on Space
Debris in London. One precedent is London
Conference on Cyberspace in 2011,
addressed by the UK Prime Minister, US Vice
President and other world leaders, which
began a global dialogue on norms of
behaviour.
This initiative would not only be
beneficial on its own terms, but it would also
further underline the Government’s
determination to keep the Global Britain at
the forefront of international affairs, and to
enhance the country’s reputation as a force
for balance in the world.

National space policy
Reforming the way government “does”
space is another important area to
consider – consolidating national space
policy decision-making across government
departments and bringing it closer to the
centre of government
Policy: The next government should
implement the recently-announced UK
National Space Council as a full Cabinet
Committee chaired by the Prime Minister
(with BEIS and Defence Secretaries as
Vice-Chairs).
A number of essential problems need to
be corrected. Firstly, the decision making
policy for space needs to be placed much
higher on the national strategic priority list
and this necessitates bringing it within the
centre of government. Secondly, there is a
need for more coherence across government, and for a unitary, integrated vision on
UK’s national space interests; at the
moment aspects of UK space policy are
dispersed across different departments and
structures, while the UK Space Agency’s role
remains less influential than that of its
corresponding structures in other countries.
Thirdly, there is a need for bringing both the

l The UK space sector spent over
half a billion pounds in 2016/17
on R&D
l All of the UK’s regions and
nations are home to headquarters
of space organisations

civil and the military aspects of UK space
policy within the same decisional framework. Fourthly, a high-level structure at the
heart of government dedicated to the task of
boosting the UK’s global space pro le and
harnessing space for national prosperity and
security is also required in order to ensure
that this new level of national ambition is
backed by adequate resources and political
commitment.
All leading space nations have powerful
structures driving their space policy; while
different national constitutions dictate
different organisational arrangements, the
net effect in each case is that national space
policy is concentrated largely in one place
and has top-level political backing.
The idea of a UK National Space Council
was first put on the public agenda by the
current Science Minister, Chris Skidmore
MP, at the launch of Policy Exchange’s Space
Policy Unit on 23 April 2019. Subsequently,
on 4 June 2019, the Government officially
announced the establishment of a new
National Space Council “later this year” to
“provide strategic leadership on space
across government”. This decision is a very
welcome development, but implementation
is key.
There are a number of models that can
be considered, one of them being the US
National Space Council. Another is Britain’s
own National Security Council which
functions as a Cabinet committee with a
separate secretariat sitting in the Cabinet
Office and with a National Security Adviser
reporting directly to the Prime Minister. The
government should explore this latter model
in particular, and consider standing up a
small Space Secretariat (with personnel
seconded from other Departments including
the UK Space Agency) to service a new UK
National Space Council. The Secretariat
needs to have the convening power in order
to drive decisions forward, but its relationship to the UK Space Agency will be critical.
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Source: The Space Report
Determining the final arrangements for
the way the Council and Secretariat would
operate should be made in conjunction with
a comprehensive reconsideration of the UK
Space Agency’s institutional mission,
undertaken as part of a wider National
Space Review.
The government should strongly
consider increasing the powers of the UK
Space Agency and upgrading it to serve as
the “central brain” of UK space policy and
capability development.
Policy: The next government should
upgrade the ministerial representation
for the space portfolio to increase its
profile and status within government.
Overhauling the practical decisionmaking arrangements for UK space policy in
anticipation of a major UK “surge” in this
area of national capability – by creating a
National Space Council – needs to be
complemented by a change to the overall
political status of this portfolio. At present
UK space policy represents only one item in
the very broad remit of the Universities,
Science, Research and Innovation Minister,
who does not normally attend Cabinet. This
wide ministerial portfolio is in turn part of the
Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS), which in
aggregate covers a vast area of policy.
The net result is that space, which is a
complex area in itself and one of
fundamental strategic importance for the
UK, is only represented in Cabinet as a subsub item in the BEIS Secretary’s mandate.
This is a legacy of the government’s
traditional low-priority view of space; it must
be corrected, for two reasons. The first is the
need to signal the new government’s
determination to transform and scale-up its
approach to space. The second is the need
to improve the coherence and effectiveness
of space policy decision-making at the
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ministerial level. An immediate action that
can be taken is to include “space” in the title
of the BEIS Secretary. While this would of
course be a merely presentational tweak, it
would be seen both by industry and by
international partners as an important signal
from the government.
In addition, as soon as practically
possible – and in conjunction with the
creation of the new National Space Council
and the development of a truly integrated
national space policy – it is imperative to
bring this entire area under a dedicated
ministerial post that can give it adequate
focus and a strong, unified voice in
government.
This new post will have to bridge most of
UK’s space activity, both in the civil and the
national security areas of government. It is
likely that the outlines of this future portfolio
will be linked to the final arrangements that
will shape the future National Security
Council. One possible way to reconcile the
different space interests across Whitehall is
to have this new ministerial post structured
as a joint appointment between either BEIS
and MOD or BEIS and the Cabinet Office.
Policy: The next government should
create a central Space Systems and
Services Acquisition and Procurement
capability to serve cross-government
requirements.
Many departments across government
make use of commercial space data and
services to support their activities. Yet they
buy these services largely on an individual
departmental basis. Creating a joint space
services procurement mechanism would
pool the government’s bargaining power and
result in better overall value for the taxpayer.
Furthermore, the government’s ambition
to develop new national UK space
capabilities – including a Global Navigation
Satellite System and an Earth Observation

system – entails a corresponding requirement for boosting the specialist capacity to
manage such large acquisition programmes.
A central organisation dedicated to this
mission would provide a focus for building
up this capacity – including through the
creation of a dedicated space career stream
within the Civil Service.
A new Systems and Services Acquisition
and Procurement capability would address
all government space needs on both levels –
system acquisition and service procurement
– within a single joint civil-defence
organisation, with appropriate internal
protocols and protections in place for
sensitive national security space projects.
Delivering this mission from a central point
would also lead to new synergies and
reduced costs.
Policy: The next government should
develop an integrated long-term National
Space Strategy bringing together both
the civil and defence areas of space
policy.
The government already has several
flagship space policy documents in
advanced stages of development or ready
for publication. These include a new
“defence space strategy”, a new “civil space
strategy”, and a “new national space policy
framework”. It remains to be seen whether
these upcoming strategies will amount to a
truly joined-up vision that qualifies as a longterm national strategy explicitly charting a
path for UK’s development into a front-rank
global space player.
Should the result of this round of
strategic space policy-making fall short of
this requirement, Downing Street should
launch a dedicated review of the UK’s space
enterprise with the mandate to develop a
long-term National Space Strategy. Such a
review should be managed by the new UK
National Space Council, from the Cabinet
Office, and it should include a distinct focus
on the UK’s space industrial base.
The resulting National Space Strategy
should therefore incorporate a crossgovernment Space Industrial Support Plan
assess, protect and nurture the UK-based
strategic commercial capabilities and
companies that the country needs to
prosecute its future space programme.

Global space race
The new Prime Minister should look to raise
Britain’s game in the global space race,
backing a new level of national space
ambition with appropriate funding and
commitments to sovereign space capabilities.
Policy: The next government should
double spending on civil (and dual-use)
space projects through the UK National
Space Agency to approximately £800m
by 2022.
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A commitment to secure Britain’s future
among tomorrow’s space powers needs to
be backed by appropriate investments. For a
long time Britain has relied on a light-touch
space policy model driven overwhelmingly by
the private sector rather than by big
taxpayer-funded space programmes in
expensive domains such as domestic
launchers or manned space flight. This UK
model is becoming unsustainable in the face
of a very dynamic and strong competition in
the years ahead.
Particularly in the context of Brexit, there
is a case for an increased government role in
supporting the UK space industry by acting
as an anchor customer and through the
acquisition of national sovereign capabilities
which Britain lacks but other countries
possess.
It is increasingly hard to operate a
comparatively modest space policy and
expect to be a front-rank space player in the
long term. UK government spending on
space through the UK Space Agency, about
£400 million, is one of the lowest among
large economies. There is a huge disconnect
between the UK’s standing in the world as a
leading military and economic power and its
comparatively weak position in the space
domain.
Furthermore, at present, around 75%
(some £300m) of the UK Space Agency’s
annual budget is transferred directly to the
European Space Agency to cover Britain’s
participation in ESA projects. Britain receives
a good return on this investment, as the
money finds its way back into our domestic
space industrial and research base in the
form of ESA contracts. Nonetheless, this
arrangement means that the UK Space
Agency is left with only around £100m under
its direct management for national projects
and investments at home.
Britain urgently needs a strong UK
National Space Programme to complement
its ESA activity. A national space programme
allows a country to pursue specific national
priorities and develop distinct national
capabilities whereas major ESA projects are
by definition agreed multilaterally. The
government could use the new funding to
l Expand national capabilities in space
science and exploration
l Help grow the domestic space sector,
primarily through increased grants via the
National Space Technology Programme
l Contribute in part to the acquisition of
national capabilities such as a UK-led PNT
system (which should also be financed in
part directly by the Treasury)
l Support the development of innovative
space flight-related technologies
l Support a UK budget for bilateral space
missions.
Finally, to get best value for increased
public spending in this area, the government
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ADS INDUSTRY FACTS AND FIGURES 2019 – UK SPACE SECTOR
The UK’s space sector is at
the cutting edge of exploring
the universe and connecting
people to the world around
them.

should ensure that all major national space
procurement programmes are premised
from the beginning on supporting wider
strategic national interests. This includes
encouraging innovation in the UK space
sector as well as seeking as open a
procurement process as possible in order to
support strategic engagement and export
opportunities with close partners around the
world.
Policy: The next government should
procure a UK-led PNT (positioning, navigation and timing) system as a strategic
capability.
The government should make a strategic
decision to approve the procurement of a
UK-led PNT system for two main reasons.
First, a trusted and reliable PNT (positioning,
navigation and timing) signal is critical for
Britain’s national security requirements.
Without access to Galileo, including its
“military-grade” PRS version, this critical
national security gap must be bridged
through some version of a PNT system that
is either fully UK sovereign or a UK-led
multilateral project.
The second main reason to proceed with
a UK-led PNT alternative to Galileo is to
support the British space industrial base. Full
UK participation in Galileo has been an
important driver of the strong growth
achieved by the British space sector in
recent years. The net loss to industry from
UK’s exit from the EU’s Galileo programme
(and potentially also from Copernicus) must
be compensated in order to retain unique
space engineering skills in the UK and to
maintain the sector’s upward trajectory.
Importantly, a UK-led PNT project should
be financed as a national strategic capability
and the costs borne at least in part by the
Treasury; and a UK PNT system must not
come at the expense of other much-needed
defence capabilities.

Finally, the government should give itself
more flexibility over the kind of PNT system
it wishes to procure. Its current guidance
specifies it is aiming for a full GNSS – the
same class of system as Galileo. Core UK
national security requirements might also be
met by less expansive system architectures
in conjunction with new technologies.
Critically, the final decision on the type of
system Britain will procure must be
grounded in a clearer vision of UK’s longterm interests in space, and of the kind of
space power it wants to become. The
government should therefore ensure a wider
range of inputs into this debate and seek as
much as possible and sensible a joint
assessment of eventual solutions.
Policy: The next government should
procure a sovereign Earth Observation
(EO) capability configured to meet crossgovernment needs.
Leaked details of the government’s yetunpublished new Defence Space Strategy
suggest that the MOD has decided to create
a constellation of EO satellites based on
Carbonite-2, a small satellite that has
demonstrated full-motion colour video
imaging from space.
A particularly important use of EO
satellites is linked to environmental policy
and fighting climate change. This is an area
in which the UK can take a global lead;
designing and building its own systems
tailored to its own needs will boost Britain’s
ability to leverage space in support of
national and global economic and
environmental development and protection.
Another key consideration here is the
possibility of important Brexit-related
restrictions on UK participation in
Copernicus – this potential gap would need
to be addressed at the national level.
Finally, a sovereign EO capability would
complete a UK strategic “space Triad”,
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Source: London Economics
alongside PNT and Skynet satcom. This
would constitute the foundation of UK space
power in the 21st century – developed via the
proposed new UK National Space
Programme – and give it a vast competitive
advantage in the global commercial space
race as well.
Policy: Secure first-mover advantages
in national space flight capabilities.
Assured domestic access to space is a
fundamental strategic requirement for any
major space nation in the 21st century, for
two key reasons. Firstly, it is a national
security imperative. Secondly, rapidly
advancing space ight technology will enable
wholly new commercial and military
applications, which in the long term will likely
become of primary national interest.
It is therefore essential to develop
elements of an autonomous national
capability in this domain in order to remain
strategically competitive in the decades
ahead. This involves both investments in
infrastructure and in novel space access
technologies that can give Britain a strong
advantage in this critical field.
But most immediately, the British interest
in supporting the development of a domestic
space launch industry is tied to the booming
global space launch market. This is why the
government has already committed to
enabling space launch from UK soil, and in
July 2018 it greenlighted the first UK vertical
launch spaceport at Sutherland in Scotland.
However, final public funding agreements
for horizontal launch sites at Newquay
Airport in Cornwall and Glasgow Prestwick
Airport are still being delayed. The new Prime
Minister should take quick, bold action to
support the accelerated development of
these two sites in order to ensure Britain will
be “first to market” in European space
launch.
The new government should also
dedicate particular attention and support to
innovative space flight-related technologies
developed domestically that could help give
the UK assured space access and a strategic
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advantage in the global space competition
over the coming decades.

Rebalancing relationships
Britain needs to rebalance its space
relationships towards a more global
approach – moving gradually beyond an
over-emphasis on European collaboration
and seeking new space alliances to parallel
Britain’s defence and foreign policy outlook.
Policy: The next government should
establish a dedicated budget for bilateral
space cooperation and missions to enable
projects particularly with Commonwealth
countries and Japan.
Apart from developing a strong UK national
space programme, the new Prime Minister
should also provide adequate funding to the
UK Space Agency to establish a dedicated,
sustainable budget for bilateral space
cooperation missions. This is required in order
to enable Britain, once it leaves the EU, to link
up with other countries around the world.
At present, without a bilateral missions
budget, there is little scope for practical,
enduring collaboration and joint space
technology projects with close allies
overseas: most joint work is limited to the
area of regulation and other non-industrial
forms of cooperation.
The government needs to evolve its
understanding of space from the current
prevailing notion that this is simply a branch
of technology policy or a field of scientific
research. The increasing global dependence
on space technology is transforming space
into an instrument of foreign policy in its own
right.
As such, as geopolitical competition
intensifies, there is an increasing premium
on developing strategic space relationships
around the world to complement the broad
lines of British global strategic posture. As
the UK leaves the European Union, it should
not necessarily reduce its existing levels of
cooperation with its European partners, but
seek to add an strategic international
dimension to it. In this sense, the

government should seize the geopolitical
opportunity provided by Brexit and the
Global Britain concept, together with the
current forward momentum enjoyed by the
UK space industry, and seek a central leading
space role in the Commonwealth. The UK
Space Agency already enjoys a good
reputation with countries like Australia which
are now developing their own space
agencies; there are strong premises for
Britain to become the Commonwealth’s
“space pivot”, but this requires a clear
strategy and a dedicated budget.
Britain’s global space rebalancing needs
to look beyond the Commonwealth, however.
Apart from the United States, one of the
most important space relationships to foster
in the coming years is that with Japan. The
UK-Japan strategic partnership has been
expanding and deepening in recent years;
boosting its space dimension would create
further synergies and also bene t UK’s space
industry in the long term.
Policy: The next government should
seek a UK national participation in NASA’s
Lunar Gateway.
Britain has traditionally had a very close
special relationship with the United States in
the field of military space. This has not been
paralleled by anything like a similar
relationship in terms of bilateral civil space
cooperation, on account of Britain’s strategic
decision to focus its civil space efforts
(particularly space exploration) on the ESA.
The latter offers the advantage of pooling
and sharing resources from larger number of
countries, thus enabling the UK to
participate in ambitious space exploration
missions at an affordable cost.
While the ESA is not part of the EU, some
of its flagship programmes such as Galileo
are EU-only, and EU officials have held up the
prospect of the Union forming its own
separate space agency. In the medium-long
term this is very likely to happen, given the
EU’s stated ambition to achieve “strategic
autonomy”.
In this context, if the government agrees
to Britain executing a step-change in its
space ambitions – as advocated by Policy
Exchange – a gradual diversification of our
high-end space exploration cooperation
partnerships is highly recommended. A
national UK participation in NASA’s Lunar
Gateway offers an important opportunity for
enhancing UK-US civil space cooperation.
This can be a major first step towards a
NASA-UKSA partnership for the 21st century,
with a positive knock-on effect on Britain’s
domestic space industry.
l Extracted from the report “Policy
ideas for new leadership: Space”
authored by Gabriel Elefteriu, head of
Space Policy and Senior Defence Fellow
at Policy Exchange
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ESA Invitations to tender
REF

DESCRIPTION

AO9834

GSTP ELEMENT 2: Call for Proposals - FOR MARKET ORIENTED ACTIVITIES

13/05/22

AO9950

COPERNICUS SPACE COMPONENTS - LONG TERM ARCHIVE SERVICE FOR COPERNICUS

31/12/21

AO9101

EO SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY PERMANENTLY OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS EOEP-5 BLOCK 4

31/12/21

AO9610

COPERNICUS SPACE COMPONENTS - ACQUISITION AND TT&C SERVICES FOR COPERNICUS

31/12/21

AO9090

INVESTING IN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION - INCUBED ANNOUNCEMENT OF PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY (APO)

31/12/21

AO9671

ARTES CC - ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY - WORKPLANS EMITS / WEBSITE

31/12/21

AO9427

NAVIGATION INNOVATION SUPPORT PROGRAMME ELEMENT 3 ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY (AO)

28/12/21

AO8859

PERMANENTLY OPEN CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE HUNGARIAN INDUSTRY INCENTIVE SCHEME

01/12/21

AO8927

NAVISP ELEMENT 2 - OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS

31/12/20

AO5651

FRAME CONTRACT FOR MEDIUM SIZE INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS ON-ESTEC SITE, NOORDWIJK (NL)

31/12/20

AO9305

OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSAL FOR IAP- ESA BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

30/12/20

AO9569

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) - 5GRONINGEN

30/12/20

AO8793

ARTES C&G - CALL FOR PROPOSALS

20/12/20

AO9960

19-D-T-OPS-01 SPACE DEBRIS DEFLECTION BY SPACE-BASED LASER - EXPRO+

08/10/20

AO9018

FRAMEWORK PROJECT IMPLEMENTING ESAS SUPPORT OF SPACE-RELATED ACTIVITIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

01/01/20

AO9128

ARTES SCYLIGHT ROLLING WORK PLAN

31/12/19

AO8872

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES

31/12/19

AO9729

POLISH INDUSTRY INCENTIVE SCHEME - ROADMAPS WORKPLAN

31/12/19

AO8893

ScyLight - Open Call for proposals

31/12/19

AO9038

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: EXPERT: POST-ISS HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS CAPABILITY IN LEO

31/12/19

AO9213

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NAVISP ELEMENT 1 2018 WORKPLAN WITH 12 ACTIVITIES

27/12/19

AO9072

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES - PART 2)

18/12/19

AO9942

COPERNICUS HPCM - LSTM (LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURE MONITORING) PHASES B2, C/D AND E1

16/12/19

AO9941

COPERNICUS HPCM - CHIMEPHASES B2, C/D AND E1 (PROTOTYPE AND RECURRENT SATELLITES).

16/12/19

AO9889

IAP KICKSTART ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

29/11/19

AO9726

ON-ORBIT SERVICING PREPARED PLATFORMS (ARTES AT 4A.080)

21/11/19

AO9994

PARALLEL OPEN PUBLICATION (FOR INFORMATION ONLY) OF ITT2-1719/19/NL/PA

12/11/19

AO9863

MASSIVE-USER COMMUNICATION DEMONSTRATOR (ARTES AT 3C.016) (RE-ISSUE AO 1-9280)

08/11/19

AO9756

FAST COMPOSITE REFLECTOR MANUFACTURING (ARTES AT 5B.192)

04/11/19

AO9757

LIGHTWEIGHT DEPLOYABLE RADIATORS (ARTES AT 4D.062)

31/10/19

AO9744

FULL DUPLEX STEERABLE ANTENNA FOR MASS MARKET INTERACTIVE TERMINALS (ARTES AT 7B.048)

25/10/19

AO10002

SMART MANUFACTURING FOR FUTURE CONSTELLATIONS - EXPRO+

15/10/19

AO9955

AUGMENTED REALITY FOR CONCURRENT ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES - EXPRO+

15/10/19

AO9981

ANTENNA VERIFICATION METHODOLOGIES FOR LARGE ANTENNAS - EXPRO+

15/10/19

AO9984

IOD/IOV PROJECT ACTIVITIES RELATED TO EXPERIMENTS REQUIRING AGGREGATION ON A MICRO SAT/MINI SAT CARRIER

14/10/19

AO9724

WIDEBAND SOFTWARE DEFINED HUB (ARTES AT 6B.056)

14/10/19

AO9641

H2020-ESA-036 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF ARAIM ISM GENERATION BY EGNOS

14/10/19

AO9692

PHOTONIC LANTERN RECEIVER (ARTES AT 5C.392, SCYLIGHT SL.016) (ON DELEGATION REQUEST)

14/10/19

AO9985

IOD/IOV PROJECT ACTIVITIES RELATED TO EXPERIMENTS REQUIRING AGGREGATION ON A NANOSAT / CUBESAT CARRIER 13/10/19

AO10006

VERY HIGH RATE TM DOWNLINK USING GMSK WITH SIMULTANEOUS PSEUDO NOISE RANGING

10/10/19

AO9718

ON BOARD PROCESSORS FOR REGENERATIVE PAYLOADS (ARTES AT 5C.383)

10/10/19

AO9977

LARGE-FORMAT NIR AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE ARRAY FOR SCIENTIFIC IMAGING

09/10/19

AO9928

SCALABLE AND DEPLOYABLE ACTIVE PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA FOR FUTURE SATCOM PAYLOADS

09/10/19

AO9931

DEVELOPMENT OF 4.7 THZ SCHOTTKY DEVICE AND MIXER

08/10/19

AO9979

SSA P3-SWE-X: SPACE ENVIRONMENT NOWCAST AND FORECAST DEVELOPMENT - PART 1

07/10/19

AO9947

IRRIGATION+ EXPRO+

04/10/19
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AO9962

D2P - TDE 2019-2020 - VIRTUAL WORKPLACE FOR AIT&PA TRAINING AND OPERATIONS SUPPORT (Q3 2019) - EXPRO+

04/10/19

AO9986

GNC AND FDIR DESIGN FOR ROBUST AUTONOMOUS AEROBRAKING CORRIDOR CONTROL - EXPRO+

04/10/19

AO9725

SATELLITE AIR INTERFACE FOR RAILWAY CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS (ARTES AT 3C.018)

04/10/19

AO9949

WP2016 - TECHNOLOGY TO QUANTIFY AND QUALIFY MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION ON SURFACES (PTRP)

04/10/19

AO9936

ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING TO ASSESS THE AVAILABILITY OF OPTICAL LINKS THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE

04/10/19

AO9973

OPEN STANDARD FOR INTER SATELLITE LINK - EXPRO+

03/10/19

AO9730

MULTI-SCALE HEAT PIPE NETWORK FOR ACTIVE ANTENNAS (ARTES AT 4D.063)

03/10/19

AO9924

BROADBAND DIPOLE ANTENNA FOR MULTI-MODE SUB-SURFACE RADAR - EXPRO+

02/10/19

AO9923

VERIFICATION AND CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES FOR LOW FREQUENCY ANTENNAS

02/10/19

AO9867

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR SECURE POSITION-NAVIGATION-TIME USER SEGMENTS

01/10/19

AO9996

CMOS IMAGE SENSOR FOR X-RAY APPLICATIONS

01/10/19

AO9983

ADAPTIVE CONTROL FOR FAST ACQUISITION AND RE-ACQUISITION OF PRECISE SCIENTIFIC CONSTELLATIONS - EXPRO+

01/10/19

AO9956

Q/V BAND LARGE SCALE SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHANNEL MODELS FOR SATCOM DESIGN AND OPERATIONS - EXPRO+

01/10/19

AO9721

WIDEBAND RF OVER IP DEMONSTRATOR (ARTES AT 6B.055)

01/10/19

AO9990

P3-SWE-XLII - SPACE WEATHER IMPACT ON GNSS PERFORMANCE: APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

30/09/19

AO9991

P3-SWE-LI - MACHINE LEARNING IN SUPPORT OF SPACE WEATHER PREDICTION

30/09/19

AO9951

AVIONICS MODEL BASED DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION SUPPORT - EXPRO+

30/09/19

AO9972

HIGH ACCURACY TESTING OF INTERFEROMETRIC ANTENNA WITH LARGE BASELINE - EXPRO+

30/09/19

AO9944

PHASE A/B STUDY FOR BELGIAN IOD CUBESAT MISSION - EXPRO+

30/09/19

AO9997

BREADBOARD FOR TELEMETRY RANGING (CCSDS 401, 2.4.24)

30/09/19

AO9682

MULTIPLE OPTICAL RECEIVE SYSTEM FOR A SINGLE OPTICAL TERMINAL (SCYLIGHT SL.017)

30/09/19

AO9674

FAST SWITCHING FOR OPTICAL INTER-SATELLITE DATA TRANSMISSION AND RANGING FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION

30/09/19

AO9896

PL_RM34 QUALIFICATION OF HOLD DOWN RELEASE MECHANISM FOR SATELLITE PLATFORMS - EXPRO+

27/09/19

AO9976

FUTURE ON-BOARD PROCESSING AND INFORMATION EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS - EXPRO+

27/09/19

AO9844

IN-ORBIT TUNEABLE INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY FILTERS (ARTES AT 5C.389)

27/09/19

AO9815

GT17-021ED: COTS-BASED HIGHLY INTEGRATED COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR MINI/NANO SATELLITES

27/09/19

AO9576

TRANSPARENT POLYIMIDE FILMS FOR THERMO-OPTICAL APPLICATIONS - STANDARD

27/09/19

AO9626

FEED SYSTEM ENABLING SINGLE REFLECTOR BEAM HOPPING ANTENNA FOR HIGH THROUGHPUT SATELLITES

27/09/19

AO9922

PROVISION OF COMMUNICATION SERVICES 2020-2024

26/09/19

AO9904

DRILL FOR EXTENSIVE EXPLORATION OF PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS BY ROBOTS (DEEPER) - EXPRO+

26/09/19

AO9753

ON-BOARD FEED CHAIN FOR COMBINED Q, V-BAND FEEDER AND KA-BAND USER LINKS (ARTES AT 5B.193)

24/09/19

AO9731

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL TWO-PHASE HEAT PIPE NETWORK ARTES AT 4D.061)

24/09/19

AO9905

LARGE AREA LOW RESOURCE INTEGRATED IMPACT DETECTOR - EXPRO+

23/09/19

AO9952

NAVISP-EL1-032: ADVANCED CONCEPT FOR CHIP-SCALE ATOMIC CLOCKS - EXPRO+

23/09/19

AO9903

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF Q-BAND (40 GHZ) EO DATA DOWNLINK SYSTEM - EXPRO+

23/09/19

AO9908

MULTI-ARM INSTALLATION ROBOT FOR READYING ORUS AND REFLECTORS (MIRROR)

20/09/19

AO9943

19-D-T-TEC-01 COINCIDENT LASERSHEET (COLA) PARTICLE MONITOR - EXPRO+

20/09/19

AO9778

PROTOTYPING OF SPACECRAFT RE-FUELING

20/09/19

AO9864

MULTIPLE SPACECRAFT PER APERTURE WITH CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS MODULATION AND LINEARISER

20/09/19

AO9848

OSRA INTEGRATED ON-BOARD NETWORK - EXPRO+

19/09/19

AO9953

SIXTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES (PECS) IN LATVIA

18/09/19

AO9887

MODEL-BASED ENGINEERING HUB - EXPRO+

18/09/19

AO9964

IMPLEMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT OF ESA BUSINESS INCUBATION CENTRE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (2020-2022)

18/09/19

AO9659

H2020-ESA-035 ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS ALIGNED TO NEW EGNOS MISSION NEEDS.

18/09/19

AO9886

LARGER-SCALE EO EXPLOITATION ACTIVITIES IN SUPPORT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES (EO4SD)

16/09/19

AO9907

SYNERGIC USE OF BLOCKCHAIN AND DEEP LEARNING FOR SPACE DATA

16/09/19

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com
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AO9920

HIGH PRESSURE WATER ELECTROLYSER DEVELOPMENT FOR EXPLORATION SURFACE MISSIONS

16/09/19

AO9898

ACOUSTIC PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT FOR FUEL TANKS OF SPACECRAFT AND LAUNCHER UPPER STAGES - RE-ISSUE

16/09/19

AO9762

3GPP NARROW-BAND INTERNET-OF-THINGS (NB-IOT) USER SENSOR INTEGRATION INTO SATELLITE NETWORKS

16/09/19

AO9713

KA-BAND MICROWAVE MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SWITCH FOR SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION,

16/09/19

AO9915

NAVISP-EL1-037: PNT TIMING & SYNCHRONISATION FOR AVIATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS - EXPRO+

13/09/19

AO9856

ECSS-E-ST-50-15C PROTOCOL ON-BOARD SW IMPLEMENTATION - EXPRO+

13/09/19

AO9679

WORLDWATER SURFACE WATER DYNAMICS

13/09/19

AO9881

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES IN ON-BOARD AVIONICS AND SOFTWARE

13/09/19

AO9932

SPACECRAFT KA-BAND HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER FOR ESAS PARTICIPATION TO THE JAXA MMX MISSION

13/09/19

AO9717

MINIATURISED KU- AND KA-BAND FILTERS FOR ON-BOARD PROCESSOR-BASED PAYLOADS (ARTES AT 5C.388)

13/09/19

AO9868

RELIABILITY OF LEAD FREE/PURE TIN COMPONENT TERMINATIONS - EXPRO+

13/09/19

AO9855

SUPPORT TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AND PIPELINE/ENERGY CORRIDOR SECURITY - EXPRO+

13/09/19

AO9899

NOVEL SURFACE FINISHES FOR PCBS AND ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES - EXPRO+

13/09/19

AO9911

PL_RM14 DEVELOPMENT AND TEST OF THE EQM MODEL OF THE COMPACT X-BAND DIPLEXER FOR CUBE-SAT

13/09/19

AO9672

ASSESSMENT OF RELIABLE HIGH DATA RATE OPTICAL LINKS UNDER STRONG ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE CONDITIONS

13/09/19

AO9845

ARTIFICIAL-INTELLIGENCE-ASSISTED PERFORMANCE AND ANOMALY DETECTION AND DIAGNOSTIC (ARTES AT 5C.390)

11/09/19

AO9917

FINNISH TECHNOLOGICAL CAPACITIES WITH REGARD TO ESA SPACE 4.0 OPPORTUNITIES

10/09/19

AO9842

PL_RM12 RFIC FRONT-ENDS FOR REMOTE SENSING

10/09/19

AO9910

SSA P3-NEO-XXII NEO OBSERVATION CONCEPTS FOR RADAR SYSTEMS

10/09/19

AO9900

HIGH FREQUENCY MILLIMETRE-WAVE VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATTOR - EXPRO+

09/09/19

AO9779

RE-USABLE CONCEPTS FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION FLIGHT VEHICLE ENGINEERING - EXPRO+

06/09/19

AO9935

DIGITAL ENGINEERING HUB PATHFINDER

06/09/19

AO9968

SAFETY TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR VEGA, VEGA-C AND SPACE RIDER PROGRAMMES

06/09/19

AO9930

TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURE SIMULATION MODELS (FUSIMO) - T708-602GD (EXPRO+)

06/09/19

AO9804

PL_RM09 <40L MONOPROPELLANT DEMISEABLE TANK - PHASE 1

06/09/19

AO9963

PL_RM13 DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGHLY INTEGRATED LOW-COST X-BAND SSPA EQM

06/09/19

AO9884

SSA P3-SST-XX - EISCAT-3D RADAR PROCESSING PRELIMINARY DESIGN

06/09/19

AO9892

LOW LOSS WAVEGUIDES COVERING HIGH FREQUENCY BANDS (ARTES AT 5C.351) RE-ISSUE ITT 1-9262

06/09/19

AO9764

ELECTRIC PUMP FED PROPELLANT SUPPLY FOR GEO SATELLITE BI-PROPELLANT CHEMICAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS

06/09/19

AO9390

COPERNICUS SPACE COMPONENT VALIDATION FOR LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURE, AEROSOL OPTICAL DEPTHS

06/09/19

AO9314

HYBRID NAVIGATOR FOR TELECOMMUNICATION MISSIONS (ARTES AT 4C.051)

06/09/19

AO9719

INTER SATELLITE LINK V-BAND SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE (ARTES AT 5C.381)

05/09/19

AO9934

TUMBLING MOTION ASSESSMENT FOR SPACE DEBRIS OBJECTS - GSTP E1 / GT17-152GR

02/09/19

AO9859

EARTH OBSERVATION NEAR REAL TIME EXPLOITATION PLATFORM

30/08/19

AO9794

PIEZOELECTRIC MOTORS TRIBOLOGY FOR SPACE SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS - EXPRO+

30/08/19

AO9919

40K CRYOGENIC SYSTEM FOR LSS - EXPRO+

30/08/19

AO9874

D2P - DEFINE - MULTIDISCIPLINARY 3D DIGITAL MODELS FOR AIT ENVIRONMENT

30/08/19

AO9636

COLLABORATIVE AND DYNAMIC APPROACHES TO INCREASING SPECTRUM UTILISATION (ARTES FPE 1D.018) - EXPRO+

30/08/19

AO9894

MORPHING STRUCTURES PROCESSED BY 4D PRINTING FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS - EXPRO+

30/08/19

AO9914

PLATO CAMERA TRANSPORT CONTAINERS

28/08/19

AO9901

SCOUT MISSION CONCEPTS AND SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION STUDIES

27/08/19

Each month Space Industry Bulletin updates these pages with the latest ESA invitations to tender, taken from the emits pages of the ESA
website. You can visit the ESA website for the full list (http://emits.sso.esa.int/emits/owa/emits.main), or usual our simple ‘quick links’ facility
on the Space Industry Bulletin website at www.spaceindustrybulletin.com/tenders
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UK Space Agency spending data

UK Space Agency publishes
its Q2 spending information
F

ollowing the publication of its
accounts for the year ending 31 March
2019, the UK Space Agency has
caught up on its transparency requirements
to publish its spending data, and has
provided reports for the first three months
of its new financial year, the second quarter
of 2019.
The table below summarises the grants
to the private sector for the first six months
of the year, while the following four pages
detail spending for April, May and June,
where we strip out the costs and expenses
to look at the grants and funding awarded to
private businesses and universities.
Reaction Engines continues to be the
biggest beneficiary of grants, and its awards
from April through to June mean it has now
received almost £6.4m for the first six
months of the year. On top of this, Reaction
Engines has a collaboration with the French
Space Agency, and has received investment
from the likes of Boeing and Rolls-Royce.
It seems somewhat odd, therefore, that
the UK Space Agency is inviting proposals to
develop a roadmap for the next phase of
development of Reaction Engines’ SABRE
rocket engine, including flight testing the
engine and assessing SABRE’s position in
future space transportation. Do Reaction
Engines’ investors not already have a good
idea what this roadmap should be? And has
the UK Space Agency been blindly throwing
money at the SABRE engine without any

understanding of its potential impact? As we
report on page 2 in this issue of Space
Industry Bulletin, a grant of up to £200,000
is available to develop the roadmap.
The year-to-date investment in Reaction
Engines dwarfs all other grants to UK private
businesses and universities, accounting for
almost 36% of all grants awarded. The
University of Leicester is next biggest
recipient, haveing been awarded £1.97m in
funding this year. The University has the lead
in SPRINT (SPace Research and Innovation
Network for Technology) which provides
funding support to SMEs, helping them to
compete and grow using space technologies
and applications.

UKSA FUNDING, ROLLING 12 MONTHS
June 2019

10,399,293

May 2019

2,962,239

April 2019

9,915,793

March 2019

17,589,195

February 2019

2,375,306

January 2019

1,250,118

December 2018

12,981,706

November 2018

10,309,213

October 2018

9,279,877

September 2018

2,935,730

August 2018

7,592,231

July 2018
Total

2,788,125
90,378,826

Controversial investment
Lockheed Martin and Inmarsat Global have
received funding of £1.88m and £1.07m
respectively, with the Satellite Applications
Catapult is the only other body to have
received grants worth over six figures. The
grants to the Satellite Applications Catapult
remain controversial, with some industry
leaders saying the organisation is ineffective
in its support of smaller SMEs in the sector,
while others accuse it of competing for
business with UK companies rather than
promoting the sector (see the UK space
industry barometer in the July issue).
June was the second biggest funding
month so far this year, and the second time
a month’s spending has exceeded seven

figures. The spending of over £17.5m in
March could be an anomalous figure, with
the UK Space Agency possibly looking to
spend the remainder of its budget before the
end of its financial year. What you don’t
spend in one year, you tend not to get in the
next.
At the bottom end of the investment
table, it is encouraging to see Skyrora
receiving a grant in June, albeit small. As we
report on page 2, the innovative company
successfully test fired its 3D-printed bi-liquid
rocket engine in July. It will be placed in the
third stage of Skyrora’s orbital vehicle,
Skyrora XL. And the company is currently
working on a more powerful engine.

UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS, JANUARY TO JUNE 2019
COMPANY

AMOUNT

COMPANY

Reaction Engines

6,379,801

UNDP Vietnam

AMOUNT
126,376

COMPANY
University of Sheffield

AMOUNT
24,410

Airborne Engineering

18,750

University of Leicester

1,970,174

ExactEarth Europe

112,044

Lockheed Martin

1,880,572

NSSC Operations

105,169

The British Interplanetary Society 16,569

Inmarsat Global

1,074,681

Deimos Space UK

95,964

Lena Space

15,000

Satellite Applications Catapult 1,055,669

ASDC

91,000

Dynamic Imaging Analytics

14,837

Avanti Communications

862,927

Vivid Economics

80,590

Lyonspace

9,800

Rheatech

548,544

DSTL

76,046

University of Strathclyde

9,714

517,411

Winning Moves

63,273

EU ECO Technologies

7,450

University of Reading

511,182

Bryce Space and Technology

63,120

Northern Sky Research

6,273

Telespazio Vega

471,166

Magna Parva

59,029

Techniquest

5,850

Stevenson Astrsat

329,078

Belstead Research

56,069

Carbomap

3,000

Earth-i

304,156

Heliaq UK

54,535

Lacuna Space Ltd

3,000

Rezatec

Orbital Express Launch

250,870

Environment Systems

53,115

Orbital Access Ltd

3,000

eOsphere Ltd

161,806

Nottingham Scientific

31,600

University of Bristol

3,000

Ecometrica

140,000

Downtown In Business Ltd

28,000

Skyrora

2,993

AVS Added Value Solutions UK

127,500

University of Portsmouth

26,903
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DATE

EXPENSE TYPE

TYPE

COMPANY

AMOUNT

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

39,104

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

100,000

129,426

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

100,000

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reatcion Engines

460,699
100,000

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

28/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

27/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Orbital Express Launch

250,870

27/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reation Engines

500,000

26/06/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

EU ECO Technologies

26/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reation Engines

25/06/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Bryce Space and Technology

21/06/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Inmarsat Global

20/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

NSSC Operations

17/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reation Engines

314,948

14/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Earth-i

101,249

13/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rezatec

12/06/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Inmarsat Global

-359,344

12/06/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Inmarsat Global

574,950

12/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Orbital Access Ltd

11/06/19

Current Grants To Private Sector - NPISH

Grant

AVS Added Value Solutions UK

15,000

11/06/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector - Persons

Grant

Inmarsat Global

35,903

11/06/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector - Persons

Grant

Heliaq UK

24,819

11/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Carbomap

3,000

10/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Skyrora

07/06/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Telespazio Vega

07/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Vivid Economics

07/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Vivid Economics

06/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rheatech

127,606

06/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rheatech

205,181

05/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Telespazio Vega

165,166

05/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Environment Systems

53,115

28/06/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Surrey

41,249

28/06/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

NEPTEC UK

14,972

26/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-6,887

26/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

24/06/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Cambridge

20/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council

18/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

48,880

7,450
301,439
9,888
204,210
35,430

217,938

3,000

2,993
234,000
10,584
13,653

15,152
147,756
12,617

-135,000

18/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

270,000

18/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-162,000

05/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

University of Brighton

03/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

2,982
21,026

24/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

17/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

4,216,342
357,490

17/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

613,503

13/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

77,148

05/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

159,724
552,331

05/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

04/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

-79,204

04/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

122,209

04/06/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

126,726

TOTAL
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10,399,293
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UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS/INVESTMENT, MAY 2019
DATE

EXPENSE TYPE

TYPE

COMPANY

31/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

The Association for Science & Discovery Centres

AMOUNT
50,000

30/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Deimos Space UK

70,984

21/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

154,582

21/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

317,120

17/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Lockheed Martin UK Strategic Systems

947,113

15/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Heliaq UK

15/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Heliaq UK

17,675

15/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

The Association for Science & Discovery Centres

6,000

12,041

15/05/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Bryce Space and Technology

9,600

15/05/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Bryce Space and Technology

14,400

10/05/19

R & D Technical Advice/Services

Grant

Telespazio Vega

72,000

10/05/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Bryce Space and Technology

29,232

10/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

University of Sheffield

09/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Lena Space

09/05/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

The British Interplanetary Society

275

09/05/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

The British Interplanetary Society

3,094

09/05/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

The British Interplanetary Society

13,200

2,663
15,000

08/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Earth-i

97,742

08/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Earth-i

105,165

08/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

84,895

08/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

200,000

08/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Airborne Engineering

18,750

07/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Magna Parva

22,136

31/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Airbus Defence and Space

-3,000

31/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Airbus Defence and Space

33,000

31/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Airbus Defence and Space

30,000

31/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

30/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Clyde Space

88,000

23/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

European Space Agency

24,530
200,000

2,631

23/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

European Space Agency

22/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

5,000

20/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Cambridge

17,778

17/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Mars Space

9,702

15/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

University of Strathclyde

12,600

15/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

University of Strathclyde

17,400

14/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Edinburgh Innovations

-20,000

14/05/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Edinburgh Innovations

44,000

09/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Airbus Defence and Space

39,495

09/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Airbus Defence and Space

13,000

09/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

HR Wallingford

08/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Southampton

14,891

08/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Strathclyde

29,782
12,000

73,119

03/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Geodome

03/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

UK Launch Services

5,800

03/05/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Mettle Communications

11,088

03/05/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

37,756

TOTAL
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2,962,239
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UK Space Agency spending data
UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS/INVESTMENT, APRIL 2019
DATE

EXPENSE TYPE

TYPE

COMPANY

AMOUNT

30/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Deimos Space UK

60,917

24/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Dynamic Imaging Analytics Ltd

14,130

23/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Stevenson Astrosat

55,257

18/04/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

UKSEDS

2,624

17/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Dynamic Imaging Analytics

6,359

16/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

United Nations Institute for Training and Research

511,274

16/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

UNDP VIETNAM

174,836

11/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

EU ECO Technologies

14,900

11/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

EU ECO Technologies

18,625

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

366,377

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

400,000

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

46,501

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

44,730

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

58,678

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

101,178

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

101,177

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

200,000

11/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

Lyonspace

9,800

10/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Grant

University of Sheffield

13,511

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Weather Logistics

-3,119

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Weather Logistics

6,119

09/04/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Nottingham Scientific

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

S&AO

31,600
3,000

08/04/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

AVS Added Value Solutions UK

3,000

08/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rothamsted Research

0

08/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rothamsted Research

275,855

05/04/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Nottingham Scientific

47,400

05/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Lockheed Martin UK Strategic Systems

3,000

05/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Ecometrica

291,627

05/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Ecometrica

848,539

04/04/19

R & D Other Professional Services

Grant

Inmarsat Global

03/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Deimos Space UK

03/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Lockheed Martin UK Strategic Systems Ltd

03/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Environment Systems

56,307

03/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Environment Systems

70,602
35,750

136,140
3,000
422,706

03/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Short Brothers

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

University of Exeter

4,000

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

University of Exeter

5,000

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

University of Exeter

10,000

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

University of Exeter

11,000

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Bryce Space and Technology

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Deimos Space UK

30,000
116,048

3,000

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Satellite Oceanographic Consultants

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Vivid Economics
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51,240
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UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS/INVESTMENT, APRIL 2019
DATE

EXPENSE TYPE

TYPE

COMPANY

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Vivid Economics

103,017

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

The Association for Science of Discovery Centres

40,000

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Downtown In Business

29/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Clyde Space

25/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

CAB International

24/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

12/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

HR Wallingford

AMOUNT

11,000

9,064
95,970
679
256,456

11/04/19

Current Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

Geodome

11/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

12,000

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-66,341

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

145,950

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

University of Bristol

2,607

3,000

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

26,102

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

14,928

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

7,495

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

5,140

09/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

2,027

08/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

148,174

08/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-422

04/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

University of Strathclyde

9,714

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

11,417

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

DSTL

25,899

02/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

01/04/19

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Leicester

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-24,820

-16,962

778,476
1,970,174

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-9,929

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

8,993

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

11,282

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-22,563

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

-17,986

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

27,915

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

29,557

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

47,383

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

University of Portsmouth

26,903

29/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

63,019

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

7,000

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

540,000

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

61,600

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

315,930

10/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

395,911

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

-165,456

01/04/19

R & D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

UKRI - Science and Technology Facilities Council

362,803

TOTAL
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9,915,793
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BRINGING TOGETHER THE
LEADING DECISION MAKERS
OF THE SECTOR

For ten years, the Summit on Earth Observation Business
has welcomed the most inspiring, forward thinking and
influential leaders of the satellite imagery and geospatial
solutions sector.
Through panel sessions, informal discussions and private
meetings, the 250 senior-ranking public and private decision

makers in attendance obtain the information and strategic
partnerships required to inform themselves of opportunities,
navigate evolutions and shape the future of the market.

Meet and do business with 250 top-ranking actors that may
become vital to your business, with an active social
programme of lunches, receptions and coffee breaks

PLAY A PART IN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF THE SECTOR

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SEPTEMBER 12, 2019

SEPTEMBER 13, 2019

08:00

Registration & welcome coffee

08:15

09:15

Introduction: State of play and prospects for the
EO sector

09:50

09:00

09:30
10:30

Opening remarks

Leading operators’ future model and assets
Morning coffee break

11:00

Data dynamics and access to information

11:50

Value added services of today…and tomorrow

11:40

12:30

Finspace - Startup pitch
Official lunch

14:30

In discussion with CONAE

15:00

Finspace - Startup pitch

14:45
15:15
15:45

16:15

16:45

Insurance & finance: The contribution from new
information solutions
SAR constellations: Inception of a new information
layer
Afternoon coffee break

Opening coffee

08:45

Optical constellations: The next business round

10:00

The great unknown: The ground segment

10:45

Finspace - Startup pitch
Morning coffee break

11:15

Regional EO Coordination

12:45

Official lunch

11:45

Smart agriculture: Predictive analytics around the
corner?

Earth observation awards ceremony
14:30

New threats, new requirements: Harnessing new
technologies in a changing world

16:00

AI: The keystone of future analytics

15:30
17:00

Afternoon coffee break
Closing remarks

In discussion with...

Adaptive business models for Earth observation
satellite manufacturers

www.earth-observation-business.com

